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ABSTRACT

Program devotion to the community it has the purpose to to give recognition and skills to teachers in developing media learning
that the right to use the video animation based applications Sparkol Video Scribe in the activity of learning to teach in the
classroom through activities of training .
Audience target service of society this is   the teachers who are interested in making a video animation by using video scribe .
The training is divided into two phases , namely the training that is intended to clicking enalkan first advance what the video
animation using video scribe and resumed the practice of making a video animation using a scribe to be guided by a team of
servants . K egiatan training is not in accordance with what was planned in the proposal activities are proposed because of their
conditions of pandemic covid 19 so that a team of stewards not able to do the training is directly and make some changes and
adjustments . Adapaun things are changed / adjusted is between other views of the participants , the participants of training
which originally was the vocational school teachers who are members of the MGMPs Accounting Se district of Sleman expanded
into the teachers in general a good high school, vocational school and even junior high school who are interested in following the
training is online. The implementation of PPM activities that were originally planned in the proposal to be carried out face - to -
face has changed to be carried out online through zoom media     
Implementation of the activities of the training is online run with good and smooth . Participants are independently able to make
video animation scribe and can be said to be competent with through the activities of training online via the zoom meetings and
activities of mentoring and consultation is intense to a team of servants . From the results of the implementation evaluation in
general , the implementation of the service can be categorized as done well. It can be seen from the evaluation questionnaire
distributed the majority of participants devotion give a score of 4 and 5 for all the questions the questionnaire mentioned . This
means that the participants stated that the implementation of their service was good and very good. Delivery of material , benefits
, and follow-up from resource persons , hosts and co-hosts are indicators that get high scores in the service evaluation.
Participants feel the benefit directly from the activities of devotion that is done , things it can be demonstrated with at total of 19 of
the 27 participants expressed Very Good (70%) . Besides, the level of satisfaction of the participants also tsangat good, that's
ebanyak 16 of the 27 participants expressed Very Good (59%) This could reflect that training online seminar video animation
using video scribe in need by teachers in order to support kegiata n learn to teach it online
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